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Ninth Street landscape plans due soon
By Mark Stafforini
Final plans for landscaping the
closed intersections of Ninth Street
"should be in this week," according to
Angelo Centanni, director of the office
of facilities planning.
Byron Bollinger, superintendent of
Building and Grounds, said four
stationary concrete barriers and two
movable ones will be placed at each
intersection.
"San Jose has approved preliminary
designs," Bollinger said.
Ninth Street was closed Dec. 5 after
the San Jose City Council passed a

resolution vacating the city’s right-ofway.
The street was closed off between San
Fernando and San Carlos streets and
between San Carlos and San Salvador
streets.
Some $60,000 was allocated from the
minor capital outlay fund to finance the
landscaping at the four intersections at
San Salvador, San Carlos and San
Fernando streets, Bollinger said.
Centanni said there is a "working
agreement" with the city to insure that
the landscaping "meets with their
approval."

The city wants to be sure the landscaping does "something to indicate the
street is closed," and that access for
emergency and service vehicles is
provided, Centanni explained.
The architects, Sasaki, Walker and
Associates, plan to remove the
sidewalks on both sides of the street.
but Bollinger said he doesn’t think there
will be enough money.
There is "nowhere near enough
money" to landscape all of Ninth
Street, Bollinger said.
The project was originally estimated

at $483,000, Centanni said, but plan,
have changed.
Instead of "tearing up the whole
street," they will make cutouts ( on the
street) and place planters in the street,
Centanni said.
"I’m going to be sitting down with the
architects and determine what the new
costs will be," he added.
Centanni said he requested $25,000 in
the 1975-76 capital outlay budget, but it
was not in Gov. Brown’s budget.
Continued on back page

Van Atta charges ’politics’

Fifth econ prof files protest

A. Sparks

ndscaping and planterboxes will eventually replace "road closed" signs. Mean ale, SJSU is stuck with flimsy signs and barricades.

New bomb suspect
n pursued by police
By Larry Rucks
i: Despite claims that a group calling
tself the New World Liberation Front
i NWLF ) is taking credit for the
er!bombing that ripped through the
,,* .;olden Pacific Center Monday night,
&federal agents are pursuing leads that
kPithe blast may have been the work of
Iran irrate woman-hater.
a) The underground group took credit
I or the San Jose blast and a blast at
lg.the Pillar Point Air Force Radar
’ Station in a letter to Berkeley radio
:station KPFA.
; The Pillar Point explosion caused
l’i ,in estimated $2,500 damage to a diesel
; t uel trailer and went off at about 31).m.

Spartan Daily.
Because the NWLF is taking credit
for the blast, the investigation has
been turned over to federal law enforcement officials.
This does not rule out the possibility
that the work may have the work of an
irate male listener to radio station
KOME, according to federal law
agents.
A man, upset over a radio call-in
show on women’s liberation, closed
his phone conversation with the
words, "May God have mercy on your
soul," Victor Roe, news director of the
station said yesterday.

The same man allegedly called
" The San Jose blast caused an Tuesday morning, mentioning where
, tstimated $100,000 damage to the the bomb had been placed, and said,
three-story building. There were no "I think before you have another
women’s lib program you’d better
’ njuries in the blast.
think twice," Roe added.
’ The building houses the offices of
three radio stations as well as the
The building where the blast oc1’
district offices of Rep. Norman curred also contains the offices of
Motors
General
Jose),
Mineta ID-San
ROME radio station.
lAcceptance Corp. and Pacific
Federal agents are also questioning
t telephone.
an unidentified man who allegedly
The explosive force was estimated saw a woman leaving the building "at
,
roughly to be equivalent to six sticks a good brisk pace," shortly before the
if dynamite, Patrolman Larry Weir, a blast, Sgt. Mike Destrow of the San
4 bomb squad technician, told the Jose police told the Spartan Daily.

t.
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If
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CLEANING UP - There is still doubt as to who placed the bomb which
exploded in the Golden Pacific Center Monday night. A workman is shown
clearing the debris.

By Ray Manley
SJSU’s fifth economics instructor has
requested an investigation by the
American Economics Association’s
(AEA) newly formed committee on
political discrimination.
Dr. Susan Van Atta, assistant
professor, has charged her denial of
tenure, and her denial of a grievance
hearing were influenced by her vote
against Economics Department
Chairman James Willis last year.
"By exercising my democratic rights
as a member of my department, I was
denied tenure at this institution," Van
Atta charged in her letter to Kenneth
Arrow, head of the AEA committee and
professor of economics at Harvard
University.
Andy Parnes, Gayle Southworth and
David Landes, former economics
lecturers, have filed appeals with the
AEA committee charging they were not
rehired last year because of their
political views.
Martin Davis, assistant professor of
economics, has also filed an appeal
with the committee claiming a recent
recommendation that he be fired was
based on his being Marxist and voting
against Willis.
Van Atta has also appealed to

Poll will test
student ideas
on A.S. funds
By Terry LaPorte
A.S. Council will conduct a scientific
poll the week of Feb. 24 to determine
student priorities in allocating funds for
the 1975-76 budget.
A pilot test poll will be issued next
week to a smaller cross-sample of
classes to evaluate question clarity and
effectiveness, according to Lee
Dickason, A.S. Information Officer.
The final sample will question
students on their interest in student
government, student services they
have utilized and other areas which will
help determine priorities, Dickason
said.
At least one question will deal with
whether athletic Grants-in-Aid (GIA)
should be funded by A.S. money.
The poll, costing $3,000, is being
administered by the Diridon Research
Company of San Jose.
"We chose an outside firm for the poll
to remove any biases," A.S. President
.1ohn Rico said.
"In the past, polls have been subject
to criticism because it was conducted
by either the administration or
students."
However, Rico added, "There is no
room for subjectivity in the conducting
of the poll, so there can be no
criticism."
The cost of the poll is being covered
by the council and the SJSU administration. The president’s office has
given $500 for the poll and A.S. has so
far funded $2,200.
"The other $300 will presumably have
to come from the funds we get from AB
3116," Dickason said.
AB 3116, a new state law, returned
approximately $70,000 to AS. when the
state took over funding of instructionally related activities (IRA).
Some of the questions in the poll deal
with student evaluation of IRA activities such as the Spartan Daily and
intercollegiate athletics.
"There are two reasons why we include the IRA questions," Rico said.
"First, there is no guarantee for full
state support for those programs. If we
have to supplement some funding, we’ll
need to know priorities.
"Second, the administration is
helping to fund the poll. They wanted to
know priorities in student’s minds,"
Rico added.

Sue Van Atta
Chancellor Glenn Dumke for a review
of her tenure denial.
Van Atta said she decided to appeal to
Dumke, "because he’s been so quiet
through this whole thing.
Van Atta said she was absent on the
day of the election for Economics
Department chairman. She said the
election had resulted in a tie until she

was phoned at home for her vote.
She said she voted for Willis’ opponent, Martin Primack, associate
professor of economics and swung the
election against Willis.
Van Atta called the phone solicitation
of her vote, "a gross violation of the
election procedures."
"I feel this vote was an important
factor in causing my tenure denial,"
Van Atta charged in her appeal to the
AEA.
She said the Economics Department
and the School of Social Sciences last
year unanimously recommended she be
granted tenure.
The University Tenure and Retention
Committee then recommended against
her tenure, Van Atta said, and
President John Bunzel denied her
tenure.
"I have a very strong teaching
record, as documented by results of
student surveys and peer evaluations,"
Van Atta, who has taught at SJSU since
1965, claimed in her AEA appeal.
"I feel that a person of my
qualifications and performance under
normal circumstances would have
received tenure at this institution," she
said.
Van Atta said she is not a "radical"

economist, but is associated with the
"wing" of the department that is in
conflict with the administration.
"The problem of people being
casualties of department and department-administration conflicts is not
obscured by the issue of ’political
radicalism’ in my case," Van Atta said.
She said that she couldn’t afford
waging a lawsuit against the administration so she has asked the
United Professor of California ( UPC) to
look into her case.
Robert Duman, president of UPC.
said the union had not yet decided the
best approach to the Van Atta case but
added, "Van Atta’s case will be pursued and vigorously pursued."
Van Atta has also asked Aaron
Gordon, president of AEA and her
former professor for help in her case.
Hobert Burns, academic vice
president, said he does not think the
AEA investigation will bring out any
new facts.
"I don’t think they’re going to find out
anything the liaison committee doesn’t
already know," Burns said.
The
Economics
Department
disfranchisement is being investigated
by the Academic Senate liaison committee.

Students get seat on committee
Students now have a designated seat on the Presidential
Selection Advisory Committee (PSAC), which screens applications and makes recommendations for university
president openings.
Previously, there were three representatives on the
committee from each campus, two of them faculty members
and one either a staff member or a student.
Students at California State College, Stanislaus, asked the
committee on faculty and staff affairs of the Board of
Trustees for the designated student seat at the meeting last
week.

The students at Stanislaus recently lost the undesignated
seat at their campus to a staff representative, said AS.
President John Rico.
The Chairman of the Board of Trustees is now a voting
member and there are four representatives from each
campus on the PSAC; two faculty members, a student and
another opening, possibly to be filled by a staff member.
U. Gov. Mervyn Dymally and Speaker of the Assembly
Leo McCarthy both spoke in favor of the proposed change in
the composition of the PSAC.

1893 SJSU class member
Elizabeth Fulmor, 101, dies
SJSU’s oldest living graduate has
died.
Miss Elizabeth Fulmor passed away
quietly on Tuesday at the age of 101.
Miss Fulmor entered the then San
Jose Normal School when she was 16
years old in 1890. She received her
teaching degree in 1893.
She served as a teacher and principal
of grammar and junior high schools for
43 years before she retired in 1938.
Miss Fulmor spent the past 21 years
living in Redwood City with her neice,
Dr. Alice Scofield, an SJSU professor of
education.
She was honored at SJSU’s Golden
Grad luncheon on May 18, 1974 after she
became the oldest surviving graduate.
In a May, 1974 interview in the SJSU
alumni newsletter, Miss Fulmor told
what she thought are the problems with
today’s grammar schools.
She said part of the problem is that
the trustees don’t spend enough time
around the schools.
"When I was a teacher, the trustees
of the school were always around. They
would meet the next day if need be.
They were always behind you, because
they were interested and had pride in
their school," she recalled.
She also pointed to the breakdown in
student discipline and laid the blame on
the fact that in many families both
parents must work. She said this allows Elizabeth Fulmor, who was SJSU’s oldest living graduate, signs in at a 1974 golmischievous children to develop.
den anniversary alumni reunion. She died Tuesday in Redwood City
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Chu-Nunn report called absurd;
student seeks course walk-out

Editor:
Doug Ernst shouldn’t have exhibited
such a tone of surprise in his comment
on the Chu-Nunn study. Bourgeois
economics historically has treated
human beings as commodities, as
"human capital," as just one of the
factors of production, as things to be
used up and discarded when they have
outlived their usefulness. The study is
merely an example of bourgeois
economics reduced to its ultimate
absurdity.
A few weeks ago, my wife had her left
breast removed because it was cancerous. Prior to that time she had been
working to help put me through school
She was a fully functioning piece of
human capital.
Now she is undergoing daily radiation
therapy which will go on for five to six
weeks, and which is making her weak
and ill. When her therapy is finished,
she will have to have her ovaries
removed, thus removing her from the

I love my wife as a human being
ranks of producers of human capital.
For five additional years, she will regardless of whether she is
have to make periodic visits to the "productive" or not. I shall continue to
doctor to determine whether or not the love her whether she lives one year, or
cancer has spread. As a piece of human five, or fifty. And I shall love our two
capital equipment, her continued children, present economic liabilities
existence is a question mark. She has that they are. (After all, they are
become an enormous economic capital equipment in the process of
liability.
becoming.)
Perhaps as a piece of capital that has
I have a few last comments to make.
prematurely become unproductive, she Bunzel and his giggling gaggle of
should be scrapped. That would be the sycophantic non-entities are systemChu -Nunn line of reasoning, the tically trying to reduce the Economics
reasoning of what C. Wright Mills Department to an intellectual vacuum.
called the "crackpot realists."
That he has succeeded so far is amply
Getting rid of people over 65 and indicated by the kind of horse manure
everybody else deemed unproductive produced
hand-picked
by
his
would save a hell of a lot of money. In replacements for Southworth, Parries,
addition, it would all but eliminate the and Landes.
need for Social Security, welfare, and
I ask every student enrolled in
other such bleeding heart nonsense.
classes taught by Chu and Nunn to walk
Are we to believe that human beings out now. You have nothing to lose, you
have no place in the world and no value have your humanity to gain.
except in terms of what they can
Michael P. NeSmith
produce?
Graduate student, Economics

Chu-Nunn study ’inhumane;
illogical base led to conclusions
S

Editor:
With great surprise, I have read the
report which the Spartan Daily
published Feb. 4 in regard to the most
inhumane report, written by Betty Chu
and Geoffrey Nunn, that determined
the value of 652 lives at almost $130
million in income production.
How could one accept the analysis
that one’s life worth in dollars makes

human lives equal to commodities with
a use value?
It is absurd to say and to think, as B.
Chu and G. Nunn did, that after age 65
a person isn’t worth anything because
he isn’t earning money.
It also follows from this illogical
conclusion that millions of unemployed
workers are not worth anything

Realities of living place
price tag on man’s head
Editor:
The Feb. 4 edition of the Spartan
Daily commented unfairly on the
energy crisis study done by Betty Chu
and Geoffrey Nunn.
The prupose of the study, as reported,
was to furnish an estimate of the
economic value (defined as "human
capital") preserved by a reduction of
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traffic fatalities in California.
This was done by estimating the
number of lives saved due to fewer auto
accidents and multiplying it by the
average per capita productivity of a
California citizen. Their study did not
give a definitive value to human life as
such, it merely recognized that "...as
an individual producer, a value can be
placed on a person."
From this study Dough Ernst infers
that human life has "a price on its
head" that "we may as well be worth
85" that "the system has gone too far."
Most people agree that human life
per se is priceless. So do I. However,
the pious implication that human life is
beyond earthly considerations is ego
satisfying only.
We should work to understand the
realities of living in order to live better.
Chu and Nunn are to be congratualted
for their efforts and thanked for their
time. Ernst’s self-righteous hysteria
should not have been printed.
T.K. Tailmon
Senior, Marketing

because they are not earning money.
And it follows that those unproductive
elements in society cost the state unnecessary expenses.
These illogical premises will lead to
illogical conclusions.
I, for one, reject this logic of equating
human lives with dollars. It is merely
insanity to think in those terms.
The question of productive labor and
unproductive labor in society is not for
me to explain but for both of you to read
about.
Indeed it is sad to see the way in
which both economic instructors
perceive human beings as numbers in
mathematical equations. It indicates
the danger of this approach in
economics in dealing with social
relations.
This is only a sample of the process of
dehumanization which the Department
of Economics at SJSU is going through.
Last year and this year we have seen
most of the instructors with a
humanitarian approach to economics
have either lost their jobs or have
simply left the job in protest to this new
type of control on academic thought.
This issue should have the most
importance in the minds of those
students who respect and believe in free
academic thoughts.
Hamam Hawari
Graduate Student, Economics

Editor’s note
On yesterday’s Opinion page, an
unsigned comment entitled "Working
class tightens belt to pay cost of
Kissinger’s Vietnam plan" appeared.
The comment was written by Jeff
Mapes, but the byline was inadvertantly left off.

Critics of the athletics program
at SJSU need look no further than
the CAR priority policy to justify
claims that the program is given
unfair privileges.
The Academic Senate’s policy
S73-21 has set registration priority
for four groups: handicapped
students, lower-division EOP
students, those who work in the
registration process and intercollegiate athletes.
No objection is being made to the
first three groups. What is
questionable is the privilege for the
athletes.
Let’s look at the rationale for this
priority. Mainly, it’s that athletes
need the afternoons free for
practice and competion time.
The NCAA requires athletes to
take 12 units while they compete in
their sport. According to Jim
Scheel, assistant athletic director,
this is to ensure that the students
are following a "normal progress
toward graduation."
in
other
timeStudents
consuming activites don’t have to
take 12 units, Scheel argues.
This is true, but what of those
students who still want a "normal
progress" for graduation. No rule
forces them to take 12 units, but an
average of at least 15 units is
needed to receive a degree in four
years.
The same criteria that affords
priority to athletes could be extended to programs such as drama,
KSJS, forensics, and the Spartan
Daily.
What is really implied in the
policy is that athletics are more
important than those other activities.
Even with the privilege given to
them, the athletics department is
breaking the rules governing
priority in S73-21.

editorial
The policy says the priority is
given only in the semester when
competition takes place.
Yet athletes now preparing for
spring track and baseball seasons
were given priority in the fall
semester. Athletics are "too
sophisticated" for the athlete to
practice only part of the year,
according to Scheel.
Does the Academic Senate know
that this provision is being
violated?
One alternative to the priority
question is to eliminate all
registration priority. At least one
Academic Senate member has
proposed such a policy.
But that’s too simple an answer
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to a complex problem.
students need the priority to
they get required classes.
Others, such as the handle
should not have to particip
the walk-through registratio
If the priority were exten
other students it would
possible for those not privile
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The best answer is to simpl
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were treated to a view of b
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Government honest
may be hard to take
By Tom Lee
Well, it’s finally happened! In three
short years we’ve come from
Watergate to truth in government.
The state Food and Agriculture
Department announced Monday that it
had mistakenly granted dairy framers
855 million in price increases during the
last eight months of 1974.
The department also acknowleged
that at least part of that 855 million
"represents an overcharge to consumers."
Of course, the "accidental" 10 cents
per gallon increase for milk is bad
enough, but this damaging admission
by a government agency has even
graver implications.
Just suppose that it became
fashionable among government
agencies and public officials to admit
costly boo-boos.
What if the Department of Defense
announced that it didn’t really need an
$8 billion increase for the next fiscal
year? Could we take it if the military

comment
said they really didn’t need the
Spring specials from Lockheed?
And how about the FBI? Coul,
handle it if the bureau announced
they blew it on the Patty Hearst z
and they didn’t know where the he!
is? Could we take it, if the FBI
anything besides "we’re still folio
some leads in the case"?
Could any of us keep from fallin
our chairs if President Ford adm
that he is hopelessly underequippr
handle all of the various crises g
on? Could we take it if Ford annou.
that he’s totally confused and ha
idea whatsoever what he’s doing?
Are we really ready for trutl
government?
I wonder if the Board of Trus
would admit they made an error
they raised our tuition...

Ford oil tax
helps rich,
not the poor World food shortage
By Don Ketterling
Once again President Ford has
assailed the supporters of gas
rationing. This time Ford uses an
argument which, up to now, was used
only by those in favor of rationing.
Ford contends that rationing would

(

comment

penalize lower income Americans
"because those who needed extra gas
would be forced to buy coupons from
those who use less than the allotment."
The logic in the President’s argument
is incredible, particularly when one
realizes that the people who are most
likely to exhaust their ration of gasoline
would be those who drive gas-eating
Cadillacs and I.incolns and those who
pleasure drive excessivelythe
wealthy.
Middle and low income families who
are using a minimum of gas are not
likely to use all of their allotment.
This would mean that the wealthy
would have to buy ration coupons at
black market prices from those who
have extra.
This seems a more viable alternative
than to have everyone paying 80 cents
or more per gallon, which can only
harm the already suffering budgets of
low income people.
If certain people want to drive excessively, let them pay the price.
Ford further argues that gas
rationing would not reduce total oil
consumption since only 40 per cent of a
barrel of crude oil is used to produce
gasoline. He maintains that the increase of oil import tariffs would solve
this problem.
This logic also deserves examination.
It is generally conceded that
everything from production and
transportation of food to the
manufacture of clothing and medicine
is dependent on petroleum. Therefore,
an increased tariff can only feed inflation, which Ford has called public
enemy number one.
Mr. Ford, you had better get rid of
those WIN buttons now, before the cost
to haul them away skyrockets.

demands knowledge
By Donald Weber
Geography 103 (Geography of
Agriculture) may not sound like a
seminar in red-hot issues, but with the
exception of independent studies, it is
the only class offered on this campus
that deals exclusively with the world
food situationemphasizing an indepth understanding of the world food
shortage.
The problem (pathetically incongruous because this is, after all, a
university) is that Geography 103 is
very much under-enrolled.
There are 13 students in the class.
Low enrollments usually occur for
reasons, but none of the usual seem to
apply to Geography 103.
The instructor, Dr. B.H. Takizawa, is
knowledgeable, clear and concise. He is
also personable and according to the
Tower List, conducts his class in "a
coffee-house atmosphere."

(
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With no textbook or paper rem
for the course, the low enrollmen:
baffling...if not damnable.
Certainly, the great American i
of the day is the energy squeeze,
that’s fine. Breaking the fossil
habit will involve hardships, but
pioneering of alternatives carries te
it a wholesome excitement. There is
excitement and only one alternativt
hunger.
The world food shortage is critic
socially pertinent and politica
volatile; but the breadth of the situat
is such that it cannot be briefly c,
veyed and rapidly understood.
Geography 103, meeting at 12:30
Mondays, Wednesdays and Frida
offers that understanding.

We should avoid second
involvement in Vietnam
By Robin McNabb
If President Ford’s request for additional supplementhry aid for South
Vietnam is approved by Congress we
will be exhuming the same issues that
sent thousands to their grave.
We can no longer believe in the
righteously quoted rational, "The
United States imposes in other nations
problems in order to prevent the spread
of communism."
One would think that South Vietnam
is the last outpost of the "free world,"
and without it, the United States and
her converts are huddled together on
the brink of cataclysm.
The United States has already failed
in South Vietnam and it will serve no
purpose to blunder back into what she

1
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staggered out of just two short yea:
ago.
If South Vietnam is to fall, beaten int
submitting to her long-time foe, so be i
For some countries, capitalism an
democracy may not be the iswer fc
what ails them.
This is part of the legacy of Shut
Vietnam. It is not one to cherish o
revere, but yet, more money col
tributed to that perennial slaughter
out of line, especially when econonf
ills worsen at home.
The nation should disjoin herse
from further aid to that strife-ridde
dilemma of moral insanities.
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Long delay expected

Soulds lives unique life
By Terry LaPorte
He is a 28-year-old man of
the Jewish faith. Born in
Germany, he has lived in
France, North Carolina,
Texas, and San Jose (to
mention a few). His first job
out of college was to play
defensive back for the pro
football Atlanta Falcons.
His name is Greg Soulds
and he is Director of Student
Business Affairs at SJSU.
One could conclude with a
background
like
that,
Shoulds’ life in San Jose
would be anti-climatic.
Life challenges
But no. "Every day is a
challenge at this job. When I
walk through those doors,
there is always a challenge
waiting for me," Soulds said.
Soulds took his current
SJSU
in
position
at
November,
1973
after
receiving his M.A. in
business administration here
in 1972.
Soulds now handles all A.S.
business transactions and
negotiates contracts for the
council.
Combats discrimination
Soulds’ choice of the
University of Utah for his
undergraduate education
was difficult since he was
offered athletic scholarships
from other institutions.
Soulds also had to consider
the Morman’s reputation for

discrimination against
blacks, but he fared well.
"I enjoyed Utah. It was
strenuous to some degree at
first because I hadn’t dealt
with much prejudice.
"If that’s what the Mormons want to believethat
blacks are badlet them. I
learned how to be able to
manipulate around them,"
Soulds said.
Concerning his Jewish
faith, Soulds joked, "I was
born that way in Firth,
Germanyone of the few
escapees."
Running defense
His football background
began at Andrew Hill High
School in San Jose. After
being honored as an AllAmerican defensive back in
his senior year at Utah, he
was drafted by the Atlanta
Falcons and played there
three years.
A knee operation in
February, 1971 ended Soulds’
football career.
Being a Jewish black in
Georgia can be a trial,
Soulds said. "I caught flak
all the time. Flak is my
middle name. Everybody
wanted to know what
holidays I observed, what
food I ate.
"They said that with being
black and Jewish, You
already got two strikes
against you, what do you

want?’
"A lot of Jews don’t want
to admit they’re Jews."
Prior to taking the position
at SJSU, Soulds served a
short stint as assistant vice
president at Crocker Bank in
San Jose.
"I left Crocker because I
had begun to look for other
interests. They have this
conflict of interest rule
against being in other
business interests. I just
couldn’t see wasting my
education."
Soulds Disagrees
Soulds said he disagrees
with the policy of A.S.
council being forced to fund
athletic scholarships.
A.S. was forced last
semester to include athletic
scholarship funding in its
budget when SJSU President
John Bunzel refused to
approve the budget without
athletic fund allocations.
"People would think I
would support that because
of my athletic background,
but it’s not fair to burden
students with funding the
scholarships."
Soulds said that the
scholarship problem would
be partially relieved if there
was more support for
athletics from the community.
Participation missing
"There is a lack of student

body participation here. I
see that in this office through
the low attendance and sales
at athletic events. The
athletic program here is as
fine as anynot just the
men’s program but the
women’s too."
Soulds said he views the
trend toward equal funding
for men and women athletics
across the country as a good
sign.
"I’m glad to see that come
about. It’s not that I’m all for
women’s lib. Women have a
great interest in athletics,
too. They should be given an
equal chance to include more
people in the program."
Soulds expressed his high
opinion for the entire administrative staff, but said
that he doesn’t plan for an
extended term here.
Career to end
"I was frank from the start
about my career plans. I said
I’d be here no less than three
years and no more than five.
"My goal is to build a 40-

New loan for vets

Greg Soulds
story building and then live
at the top of it in a penthouse.
That is where I will resideand preside.
"If
that
sounds
capitalistic, that’s the way it
is."
Soulds’ goal is not that wild
since he has proved to be a
successful businessman. He
has an interest in a pizza
restaurant in San Jose,
hofbraus in Foster City and
Los Angeles, and owns
property in San Jose and
Southern California.

Stamp price
freeze nears
WASHINGTON (AP)
Legislation to freeze the
price of food stamps for the
rest of the year, blocking
President Ford’s plan for an
neared
increase,
congressional passage
yesterday.
The Senate Agriculture
Committee, by a vote of 11-2,
approved the bill without a
hearing, one day after the
House passed it 374-38.
Republican Sens. Carl T.
Curtis of Nebraska and Jesse
A. Helms of North Carolina
cast the only negative votes.
The committee also approved a resolution directing
Agriculture Secretary Earl
L. Butz to make recommendations by June 30 on
ways to improve and reform
the program.
Freezing the prices at the
Jan. 1 level would kill the
administration’s plan to save
$648 million a year by
making all recipients after
March 1 pay the legal
maximum of 30 per cent of
their adjusted net income for
the coupons.
Sen. George McGovern, DS.D. said Butz told him two
weeks ago that the administration expects its plan

to be killed but urges a delay
in any fundamental changes
in the program until later
this year.
Dozens of proposals are
pending in both houses to
revise
the
decade -old
program. Some are designed
to curb its expense, now
running nearly $4 billion a
year. Some would expand
benefits to the needy while
also curbing widely reported
abuses.
Under it, the 17.1 million
current recipients pay
amounts ranging from 5 per
cent of their net income to 30
per cent, with an average
about 23 per cent.
Unemployment is swelling
the stamp rolls at a rate of
about 1 million persons a
month, in addition to those
transferred by congressional
mandate to stamps from the
old direct -food assistance
programs.
Under the current scale,
for example, an elderly
person living alone with a net
income of $154 a month from
Social Security benefits pays
about $30 for $46 worth of
coupons. Under the Ford
plan, he would have paid $45
for $46 worth.

By Robin McNabb
SJSU veterans are finding
that only two-time losers are
qualified to be winners.
Veterans
A
new
Administration (VA ) loan
program, which went into
effect Jan. 1, is available for
those veterans who "have
exhausted all reasonable
possibilities of obtaining a
Guaranteed Loan," according to a VA circular.
The loan offers veterans a
maximum of $600 and is
meant to "provide an additional
measure
of
assistance to those veterans
whose educational expenses
exceed financial resources,"
according to the VA.
In order to receive the
loan, a veteran must be
denied financial aid through
Insured
the Federally
Student Loan program
(FISL) twice.
According to Madlyn
Chase, Office of Veterans
Affairs (OVA) coordinator:
"I see no reason for a
veteran having to be turned
down twice. The rule is too
stringent."
"It takes six weeks to
process a FISI in most

cases, and if a veteran has to
do this twice before being
able to apply for the VA loan,
the semester will be nearing
its end," she explained.
"The loan is intended to
provide an alternative for
the veteran that can’t get a
FISL,"
said
Veteran
Representative Stan Koehn.
Koehn explained that to
"meet the requirements of
the law veterans have to be
turned down by two different
FISL programs."
Koehn said he was trying
to work out a procedure with
Financial Aids to expedite
the process for veterans who
may want to apply for the
loan.

"At this tune, not many
veterans know about the
availability of the loan," said
Koehn. "We’re (Veteran
Representatives)
just
beginning to learn something
about it," he added.
"The program is not
worthwhile," said Lawrence
Nomay, of the County
Veterans Service Office.
understand
’I
don’t
Congress’ motives for the
program in its present
form," he said. "If the
program is going to be
successful, Congress is going
to have to set up a system of
administrating it," he explained.
6.0../.
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PRE-LAW STUDENTS

Register Now for April LSAT Review Course

MAXIMIZE YOUR LSAT SCORE
Instruction in exam-taking techniques used sucessfully by
California pre -law students. Taught for Over three years
COST $85
in San Francisco by practicing lawyers

Course for April 19 LSAT starts April 2
Call (415)433-5805 for complete information, or Write: 235 Montgomery St., Suite
710, San Francisco 94104
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Ted’s is a San Jose First. . .
A factory outlet store carrying

new fashions
from all major California Manufacturers.

SPECIAL
DRESSES
BLOUSES

other stores

$18.00--$38.00

our price

$10.00-514.00

with ad

$2.00 off

other stores

$14.00

our price

$9.00
$7.00

with ad

$22.00

LONG DRESSES
our price

S28.00$42.00
$16.00

with ad

$12.00

other stores

343 S
T.

(good for one week)
1st (NEXT TO FOX THEATER)
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DRUMMING UP SUPPORT. SJSU fraternities and soroities sponsored the noon appearance of "Seagull," yesterday on Ninth Street, drawing a crowd of several hundred. Pictured is drummer Bruce Bedayen.

We’ve got a plan
to make your banking easier.
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THURSDAY
AS. Leisure Services will
present a martial arts
demonstration at 1 p.m. in
the S.U. Ballroom.
Campus Ambassadors will
hold a Bible study at 11:30
a.m, in the S.U. Guadalupe
room.
The SJSU Sailing Team will
meet at 8 p.m. in the S.U.
Pacheco room.
Sigma Delta Chi, The Society
of Professional Journalists
will hold a meeting at 7:30
p.m. in JC 208.
The Gay Student Union will
meet at 8 p.m. in the S.U.
Almaden room. Presentations will be given by two
guest speakers.
FRIDAY
Students’
international
Meditation Society will hold
a meeting at 1:30 in Home
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Serving the San Jose State
University Community
S.nce it34
Second class postage paid at San
Member of
Jose. Clifornia
California Newspaper Publishers
Association and the Associated
PreSS Published daily by San Jose
Slate University, except Saturday.
Sunday and Monday, during the
college year The opinions no
pressed herein are not necessarily
those of the Associated Students,
the Colleg Administration or the
Department of Journalism and
Advertising Subscriptions aC
cepted only on a remainder of
Sentleller basis Full academic
year. $O each Semester, $1 50 Off
campus price per copy, 10 cents
Phone 277 3111, Advertitin 277
3171 Press of Erich Printing, San
Jose

Economics room 2.
The Philosophy Department
Student-Faculty Colloquium
will meet at 3 p.m. in the
Home Economics Building
Lounge to hear Calvin G.
in
lecturer
Stewart,
Philosophy, read a paper
titled "Parental Authority
and the Obligations of Off-

spring."
TUESDAY
Campus Ambassadors will
hold a Bible study at 10:30
a.m. in the S.U. Pacheco
room.
WEDNESDAY
Spartan Orioccl will meet at
12:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Almaden room.

is4111-1r,
.04 ,re

south
"wilif central ave.
campbell calif.
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BOBBY
BLUE BLAND
TIIIIISDA
FEBRU.4RY 6
$2.00 - must be 21
Plenty to Eat & Drink
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The College Plan’
What we’ve got is a very
special package of services
designed specifically for college students. We call it the
College Plan, and here’s what
makes it so special:
The College Plan
Checking Account.

First you get completely
unlimited checkwriting for
just $1 a month. (Free during
June, July and August.) You get
monthly statements. And the account
stays open through the summer even
with a zero balance, so you don’t
have to close it in June, reopen it in
the fall.

Personalized College Plan Checks
are included at a very low cost. Scenic or
other style checks for a little more.
BankAmericard!’ Next, if you’re a qualified student of
sophomore standing or higher, yolt can also get
BankAmericard. Use it for tuition at state universities, for
check cashing identification and everyday purchases. Conservative credit limits help you start building a good credit
history.

Overdraft Protection. This part of the package helps you

avoid bounced checks, by covering
checks up to a prearranged limit.
Educational Loans. Details on
Studyplae and Federally In-

all your

sured loans are available from
any of our Student Loan
Offices

Savings Accounts. All
our plans provide easy
ways to save up for holidays and vacations

Student Representatives. Finally, the College Plan gives you individual
help with your banking problems.

Usually students or recent graduates themselves, our Reps are located
at all our major college offices and are
easy to talk with.
Now that you know what’s included, why
not drop by one of our college offices, meet your Student
Rep, and get in our College Plan. It’ll make your banking a
lot easier.
Depend on us. More California college
students9do.

BANK0F AMERICA M
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Cagers vs. Fullerton;
may be overconfiden1

Jennum digs basketball

Coach leads JV cagers
Its ROSS Farrow
Joe Jennum, SJSU junior
varsity basketball coach, is a
hard-working man who
believes that success can be
attained by the amount of
time and work spent seeking
that success.
Jennum has put that
philosophy to work for his
squad, posting a 12-3 record
going into tonight’s 5:45
clash with UC davis.
forming
enjoy
"I
associations with players,"
Jennum said. "I receive
pleasure watching and
working with great players
and players with less ability
working hard."
Jennum, 35, is in his
second year at SJSU. He was
a standout at Cerritos Junior
College from 1962 through
1964, and was recruited to
Whittier College by Ivan
Guevara, then freshman
coach there and now Spartan
varsity coach.
After his playing days
were over and a Iwo-year
stint in the service, he began
his coaching career as JV
coach at Los Altos High
School in Hacienda Heights
in Southern California.
After a year on the JV
level, Jennum was promoted

to a varsity team that had
won only one game the
previous season.
Trying to bring a winning
basketball program to a
school that had shown little
interest, was extremely
difficult, he said.
"It was a haphazard
program," Jennum said.
"They were not concerned
with team success. They had
two or three outstanding
individuals, but they could
not overcome good teams."
Jennum had his players
practice in a summer
league, which had not been
done before and worked
them hard.
"We had talent, but more
importantly, the guys were
willing to work hard," he
said. "It takes a lot of work,
extra work."
Jennum’s pushing of his
players produced a 24-3
record his third season as
varsity coach, and the school
was rated number two in the
Southern Section of the
California
Interscholastic
Federation,
Spartan JV guard Mark
Tanner was a member of
that team.
Jennum said his current
JV squad is similar to the

T Sports Editor
Is playing hurt
really worth it?

Warriors
latest win
unartistic

Steve Lopez
Don Orndorff, a 6-foot-6 forward on the SJSU basketball
team, has decided to play the remainder of the season despite
a fracture of his left wrist.
Orndorff has been warned by the team physician, Dr.
Martin Trieb, of the possibility of further damage if he
continues to play. Orndorff is also a left-handed pitcher for
the SJSU baseball team and has pro baseball aspirations,
thus making his decision very questionable.
Trieb warned, "It may delay the healing process. If he’s
willing to take that risk, he takes the chance of being in a cast
for a long period time."
Athletes play with pain
The case raises some interesting points. More and more we
hear of athletes playing with injuries and other ailments.
Especially in professional sports, athletes are taped, bandaged and shot up with cortisone regularly. Memories of exNew York Knick center Willis Reed hobbling around the
court in excruciating pain are vivid.
pain are vivid.
Football players often play with broken bones and even
casts. In the past two seasons, defensive backs Mel Phillips
and Jimmy Johnson of the San Francisco 49ers have worn
enough plaster to stucco a few training rooms. Might as well;
they spend most of their time there.
Is it worth all the pain, and more importantly the risk of
further injury? Pro athletes have a plausible argument. If
they decline to play, they may lose their jobs. But even for
them, is their job more important than their health and their
future? Athletes’ careers are relatively short and some
consideration of future livelihood should also be taken into
account.
Collegians take big risk
The argument is even stronger for college athletes.
Players have the advantage of being able to redshirt (retain
eligibility while sitting out). Also, because there is no immediate financial incentive, the risk of permanent damage is
even more ridiculous in college.
Another point is that many serious injuries occur when an
athlete is not going full speed. Those who are nagged by
minor injuries and unable to give 100 per cent are consequently more vulnerable to further injury.
Hall of Fame pitcher Dizzy Dean was struck on the foot
with a line drive but continued to play. The pain caused him
to alter his rhythm and consequently put undue strain on his
arm, causing the damage which ended his career.
Pressured in youth
Perhaps the most important point to be made is that
society pressures athletes into playing while hurt. It begins
at an early age, when boys are told that it isn’t manly to cry
or give up. As they grow older, children may be ridiculed for
giving in to minor ailments.
Many coaches do a good job of reinforcing athletes’ beliefs
that it is masculine and heroic to perform with pain. "Path is
only a state of mind and if you can cope with it you’re tough,"
they say.
Many high school and college teams present an award to
the "Most Courageous Player," a person who might have
played with a broken arm, a bad back and a fractured nose.
When he’s 40 years old and all those injuries come back to
haunt him so that just walking or getting out of bed become
nagging tasks, the silver-plated "Most Courageous" plaque
may not shine so bright any more.
This is not to say that fierce competition and learning to
deal with less than pleasant conditions have no merit. They
are valuable lessons, but only if not overdone.
It’s funny how an athlete might make a decision to play
with an injury and find it completely sensible, but look back
on it later, and find it completely ridiculous.
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IT’S LIKE THISSJSU JV cage coach Joe Jennum shows
his troops how it’s done.

Spartan Datill
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FUN MUSIC e POOL TV
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Sports Briefs
Gymnasts host Hayward

would
you

-Football players and
are
openly
wrestlers
aggressive. Gymnasts are
meticulous and very few are
P.E. majors. The average
gpa is really high. Everyone
(on the team) has at least a
3.0 because gymnastics
require intelligence and
Cameron
concentration,"
said.

The women’s gymnastics team i101 meets California
State University, Hayward tonight in Spartan Gym at 6.
In their first meet the gymnasts beat Sacramento State
University, 203.65-198.7, in Spartan Gym Jan. 16.
Because Cameron missed
Women’s gymnastics competition is on three levels; the first three meets of the
beginning, intermediate, and advanced. The scores for each year, coach Richard Chew
level are totaled for the final team total.
was thinking of redshirting
The team has 13 beginning, six intermediate, and three him.
advanced gymnasts.
"If John had been really
Because nearly all 22 team members compete in the dual
meets, coach Jan Flannery said the meets are team efforts. weak and if it had taken him
a long time to get into shape,
then he would have redshirted," Coach Chew said.

Hicks gal golf coach

Betty Hicks, former U.S. Open champion and Associated
Press Women Athlete of the Year in 1941, has been named as
the first head coach of SJSU’s women’s golf team.
Currently chairwoman of the Aeronautics Department at
Foothill College, Hicks received her B.A. in aeronautics and
journalism, with a minor in physical education, last year
from SJSU.

"I asked him if he wanted
to redshirt," Coach Chew
continued, "but he’s very
competitive and he said he
wanted to get on with his
education. He’s recovered
100 per cent and he’s come
back very strong."

handle
this?

Josef Rosov lust arrived in Israel
with no money
with no job
with no apartment
with hope.

He
needs
your

help.

His courage to declare himself a Jew In the land of his birth
was rewarded by throats, harassment and loss of his lob.
Hlidetermination has brought him to Israel. He comes with
a full heartlove for his people, and the hope of a beginning
of a new life ins land still strange to him. what wiii you
do to help him In his struggle,

Keep the promise.
******************

Hear the Reverend John Grauel,
Protestant Minister, fighter in the
Haganah and volunteer crew
member on the ship Exodus in 1947,
and a resident of Jerusalem,
speak on Israel.
Friday Feb. 14, 12:00 pm in
Union
Umunhum Room, Student
Israel Emergency Fund
Jewish Student Center
Public invited.
441 S 10th Si.S.J.

Ruggers oppose Cal
SJSU’s rugby squad will host U.C. Berkeley Saturday at
South Campus at 1 p.m.
The team is 2-0 on the season with wins over Stanford
University, 16-6, last weekend and California State
University, Hayward, 5541
In the Hayward match Carl Ekern, linebacker on the
football team, scored three tries worth four points each, an
unusually high amount for one game, according to playercoach Terry Buchanan.

Why everybody’s
pretending they’re us.
Agar

’S FOR
RENT
Special Student Rates
with O.K. Credit

$10.00 per month
377-2935

PLUS
SPAGHETTI FEED
ALL YOU CAN EAT
Aroltelb.
r%, DELI

291-23’25

PITCHER BEER

ANCHOR STEAM PEER
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WE HAVE BEER & WINE

BOWMAN’S BOOKKEEPING SERVICES
S. J.

THE INTERLUDE SALOON

FREE ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT
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APRick
HOUSTON
Barry said it wasn’t very
artistic but a victory is a
victory. He was talking
about Golden State’s 107105 National Basketball
Association victory over the
Houston Rockets Tuesday
night.
Barry contributed 38
points for the Warriors,
including 23 in the first half.
The Warriors broke a 9898 deadlock with 3:42 left,
reeled off six straight points
and appeared to be home
free.
But the Rockets’ Calvin
Murphy made a three-point
play after Cliff Meely’s two
free throws and Golden State
found itself ahead only 107106 with 34 seconds left.
Warriors rookie Phil Smith
missed a shot with 15
seconds left and Ron Riley
grabbed the rebound for
Houston. He passed to Mike
Newlin, who missed a 15footer with six seconds left.
Kevin Kunnert of the
Rockets fouled on the
rebound and Cliff Ray made
one of two free throws for the
final margin.
"We let them back in the
game by making mistakes,"
said Barry, the NBA’s
second leading scorer. "It
would have been a disaster
to lose this one the way we’ve
been playing."
Houston Coach Johnny
Egan defended Newlin’s shot
in the last six seconds.
"Mike’s shot was a good
one," Egan said. "I would
have liked someone else to
shoot itMike just came in
off the bench because Eddie
Ratleff couldn’t shoot well
with a hurt finger. It’s hard
for a guy to come off the
bench and then make tough
shots."

Civic defensive teams, but are la
at
The lull before the storm Fullertown
in offense.
could be SJSU’s biggest Auditorium.
Fullerton is 0-3 in PCAA
problem in tonight’s 8:05
One
of
Fullerton
with
and
tipoff against Cal State competition,
league -leading San Diego weaknesses is reboundin
State (3-0) coming to town SJSU should be able
Saturday afternoon, the dominate the boards with i
Spartans may be looking rugged front line of Ric
Darnell, Earl Hogue, Do
past the Titans.
But another loss at this Orndorff and Ronnie Fai
time could be too much for
Pete Miller will be in th
SJSU to overcome. The
starting lineup. The seni
Spartans, 2-1, are in third
guard, who sprained a
place behind Long Beach
ankle vs. UOP, practice
After being sick for a State, 3-1, and SDSU.
Monday and had no pain.
month with mononucleusis,
newest
is
the
Fullerton
and with only three days member of the conference
The Fullerton game will t
practice, Spartan gymnast and in its first year of PCAA broadcast over both MM.
John Cameron scored his basketball. The Titans are i1500 and KSJS ()7.09
radi
hightest ever point toal in a currently one of the top starting at 8 p.m.
meet last Saturday.
And instead of warming up
for post-season competition
by doing easy routines,
cameron "left only a few
COMER int I SANTA CLAIM
things out" because "the
team needed points."
The business marketing
junior and co-captain of the
team has been interested in
gymnastics since he "played
on monkey bars as a little
95’
kid."
As a senior at Hillsdale
high School in San Mateo,
Iirgirttritairortartrirtargrararantrarartartntritnett,r*
Cameron took second place
in the Northern California
all-around competition.
He said he came to SJSU
because of the business
school and because it was
near home.
He said he sees a difbetween team
ference
athletes and athletes of individual sports.

Cameron
stars after
long illness

991n

STUDENT DISCOUNT
20% WITH THIS COUPON
INCOME TAX PREPARATION

high school team he coached.
They play very well as a
team, he said.
"They have a great feeling
of empathy with each
other," he said. "They run,
they press, everybody
contributes.
"I holler and scream at
them a lot, but they know
which way it is intended," he
added.
After his high school stint,
Jennum became an assistant
coach at Pasadena City
College for two years.
Guevara remembered him
when he became head coach
at SJSU in 1971. He hired
Jennum last year to become
the JV coach.
Jennum believes sports
competition can help a
person in all phases of life.
"Success in athletics
brings self-confidence,
makes you rise to the occasion, meet challenges," he
said.
Jennum is working only
part-time and is now in
graduate school here seeking
his master’s degree in
physical education.
He majored in United
States and South American
history at Whittier. He was
also a high school history
teacher.
"I enjoy being with people
seeking to improve themselves," he said.
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when the EARTH*
negative heel shoe
was the only shoe
in the world with
the heel lower than
the toe. In those
days the other
people who made
shoes just laughed
at us.
But things have
changed. And now
that you love our
Earth brand shoes
so much, the shoe
companies have
stopped laughing
and started copying.
But what they
don’t understand is
this. Merely lowering tin’ heel of a

shoe isn’t enough.
And imitating the
outside of our shoe
isn’t enough.
Just because a
shoe looks like the
Earth" shoe doesn’t
mean it works like
the Earth shoe.
It took many
years to perfect the
Earth brand shoe.
To get the arch just
right. To make the
toes wide, comfortable and functional.
To balance the
shoe.To mold the
sole in a special way
so that it will allow
you to walk in a
natural rolling
motion. Gently and
easily, even on the
hard jarring cement

of our cities.

And the Earth
shoe is patented.
That means it can’t
be copied without
being changed. And
if it’s changed it just
isn’t the Earth shoe.
So to be sure
you’re getting the
Earth brand shoe,
look on the sole for
the Earth trademark and U.S.
patent #3305947.
You’ll be glad
you did.
Shoes, sandals,
sabots and boots for
men and women
From $23.50 to
$42.50.
EARTH is a registered
trademark of Kalso
Systemet, Inc.
0974 Kaki Systemet, Inc

Please ask about our discount shoes.
122 Stanford Shopping Center Palo Alto
l4151 326-1600
M -T -4-S 9:30-6:00 Th-F 9:30-9:30
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IF YOU LETA FRIEND DRIVE DRUNK,YOU’RE NO FRIEND. f
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LEARN SELFHYPNOSIS.
Help
yourself to. improved grades, ,vi
proved
perception,
improved
memory, improved concentration, IS
improved
creativity
Licensed
Practitioner, 371 1993.
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OSE GRECO

opens tonight at Flint in a Farewell World Tour with his

Spanish dancers.

Jose Greco dancers
pen U.S. tour tonight
Spanish dancer Jose Greco
opens the continental United
States portion of his
Farewell World Tour tonight
at the Flint Center-DeAnza
College, Cupertino.
Greco, long a world
renowned dancer, is ending
his dancing career in May,
following this fourth world
our.
Ballerina featured
Appearing with Greco will
be Nana Lorca, prima
ballerina of the Jose Greco
Company. Lorca has been a

soloist with the Pilar Lopez
Company and a guest artist
with the Gran Sileo Theatre
at the World’s Fair in New
York.
of Barcelona. She has also
appeared with her own ballet
Although Greco will no
longer be dancing he will still
tour with the Jose Greco
Company giving artistic
direction. In a press release,
he said he intends to dedicate
his time to the Jose Greco
Foundation for Hispanic
Dance and his school in
Spain.

Spirituality dims
in ’Furthermore’
ID
ng

7,
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Gotha. Married? Discount Flowers
does everytting a florist does at is
the price with twice the quality
WHY PAY MORE’ 12 yeirs of
Satisfied customers Phone 996 1252
ter free estimiste

It’s hard to believe, but
Shawn Phillips’ new album,
"Furthermore...," does not
contain that super-level of
dynamic mystical strength
that was so apparent in each
of his previous works.
The LP, his sixth, is certainly worth listening to,
although there will be many
among Phillips’ small, but
dedicated following, who will
feel let down.
The album is quite a
change for Phillips and not
exactly mellow.
Each of the 12 cuts is
mechanically good in verse
and music, and the instrumental title track
amounts to technical perPhillips’
fection.
But
capacity or desire to make
people high is just not there.
Jazz platform intact
The band’s progressive,
acoustical jazz platform is
still intact and substantial,
despite several changes in
personnel.
Robinson
Peter
(keyboards), Caleb Quaye
(guitar) and Paul Buckmaster
( cello )
have
remained with Phillips.
John Gustafson (bass),
Barry de Souza (drums),
Raul Mayora (percussion)
and Ann Odell ( mellotrom
are new or relatively new
members of the group.
Little jumps out
Unfortunately, there’s
very little on the album that
jumps out and demands
whole
The
attention.
package, including Phillips’
voice, is subdued.
That voice, which has been
compared to both an angel
and a banshee, doesn’t seem
to be damaged or tired.
There’s the feeling that
Phillips is purposesly not
turning on the power.

pointed. Spiritual world
and
peace
revolution,
brotherhood are too obviously not happening on a
grand scale these days.
Along with some self derision, the artist’s lament
is, "Can’t you see..can’t you
see?"
"Furthermore..." is an
album that St. Francis of
Assisi might have recorded
painful
the
following
realization that his fellow
men were too busy and too
disinterested to learn the
fragile secret of consinunicating with the birds.

The
foundation
was
started in 1971 and is supported in part by the
National Endowment of the
Arts and Humanities and the
New York State Council on
the Arts.
24th U.S. tour
This tour marks the 24th
consecutive tour Jose Greco
has made of the United
States; a record unmatched
by other dance companies.
Ticket information for
tonight’s performance is
available at the Flint Center
box office, 21250 Stevens
Creek Rd., Cupertino.

Hox Office Ocii,s 6 15
Show Starts 6.45
Children Under 6 Free

EL RANCHO
All Mexico Movies
$1.75 Poe Cerro
’ENTRE POBRETONES
Y RICACHONES"
"SUPER COLT 38"

The two cuts compliment
each other very well and run
together like the first and
second movements of a
thought.
"Song
for
Norther
Ireland" expresses a subtle
sadness and futility that is
evident throughout much of
the album.
Phillips disappointed
Phillips is clearly disap-

Help
AAAAA SELF-HYPNOSIS.
yourself to improved grade’, 1m
improved
perception,
proved
memory, improved concentration, &
improved creativity
Licensed
Practitioner 371 7992.
The Christian Science Organisation
would like to invite everyone to its
Thursday evening meetings at 7 30
p in in the Student Chapel (located
between the mens and women%
gyms)
NATURE DESIGNS FOR US
and accessories
With a creative new
look are
available in hundreds of sites, styles
and colors Traditional creamy
white, flowery pastels, bordered or
plain.
Town
and
Country
Duplicating carries a wide selecti00
Of quality wedding invitations Deal
direct for decided savings! Special
offer for SJSU students-Present
this ad and receive a special
discount on any order
Town and
Country Duplicating
10321 S. Sunnyvale - Saratoga Rd.
Cupertino, CA. 253,1131.

Wedding invitations

Would the individual who took three
short essays written by H.J. Preston
for Dr. Shapiro.% Phil. 60 class
please rrrrrr them to Room 131 in
the Faculty Office Bldg
These
essays are very important to Mr.
Preston
No questions asked.
Thanks
FREE. FREE! FREE! Aipha Phi
Omega presents Brian’s Song this
Friday, Feb 7th. Get root’ Spring
Flicks Schedules there Two shows
7 II 10 pm MD Auditorium
Sprout Sandwiches -all kinds. HERO’s
We accept Food Stamps. 126 E. San
Salvador btu. 3rd and ith Sts.
ART CLASS -WORKSHOP: Sculpture
bronze casting. Learn Fundamental
mold making
Casting
and
techniques in local working artist’s
studio. Evening sessions Tues.
Thurs 6 10P M for 3 weeks Feb 25
to Mar 13. Fee 3550. Limited
enrollment Deadline Feb. II, Call
573 1909 or 259.1902 for further in
formation.

WANTED -INTERVIEWS
WITH
STUDENTS
WHO
HAVE
REVIEWED THEIR RECORDS IN
SCHOOL FILES SINCE ENACT
MENT OF PUBLIC LAW 93-388
(PROVIDING ACESS TO THEIR
SCHOOL
RECORDS
BY
STUDENTS). FOR RESEARCH
PROJECT PURPOSES ONLY. ALL
COMMUNICATIONS
CONFIDENTIAL. CALL 14151 7975416
COLLECT
Pan -hose people to teach free en
terprise to potential entrepreneurs
Call Mersa’ Assoc , ph 257 3305, 8 12
noon, and 6.7,g3 P M No exp nec
SEA GULL is looking for BASS
KEYBOARD
PLAYER
end
PLAYER to work on originals We
are influenced by Chick Corea,
Weather Report, Stanley Clark, YeS.
ELP Call Tim or Bob 3966056

housing
Studio Apt. Furnished ors N P., Exec.
5100.00
Rent S130 00 Deo
cond
Pacheco 8. Associates 244 3650
Drover with car wished to shore ex ley -San Jose compease of
mute 5 days a week Call George
14151 849 0855 After 7 pm
Male looking for female (about 251 to
share two bedroom house 225 3850
R oomate Wanted for 1 bedroom house
Non smoker only Near Shopping IS
min drive to 5 J S75 364 6589
Room for Rent in 3 Dedrepin Santa
Clara Home Kitchen Priveledges
Washer 8. Dryer SII5, plus sharing
phone & utilities Call John Gibb
14151 926 3935 (Work) or 14081 241
3875
Furn I Large Bedroom FOR RENT
SlSO MO. 2 or 3 Persons Call Collect
779 5597 Ilth and San Fernando
2 Bdrm
Roommate nteded-Furn
Apt in Lge Apl. Complex Tennis
Cts, pools, sauna, clubhouse, etc
S125 968 2360

COUPLE
WANTED TO SHARE
FARM HOUSE IN ALMADEN
VALLEY sir2 GRAD STUDENTS
5135 my v 011 Call 378 0359 or 353
7115
Do you really care about Nandiropped
People? Understanding female
sought to share apt with sensitive
young man W C.P and voice defect
Call 298 23011 after 5000-m
Clean 2 BRM APTS. l’s’,? Per Month
628 5 10th Phone 295.5144.
Dorm Contract for Sale Save 533 off
regular price Call 9983087.
LARGE ONEBEDROOM APT.
blks. from Campus. CLEAN &
QUIET. OWN CAR PORT LAUN
DRY Rm SI39.00 month. CALL 295.
7S13.
Girl to share large terobedreom Owekatk apt. in Sivale complex with pool
Donna 2470785 eves $117.

Solute Adults, Enrich your life by
attending coffee, fellowship IL Bible
study 0 45 10 IS en, Sundays. Or
0 Sweden Restaurant lbehind Sear,.
San Carlos 8. Meridian’ Provisiun
for children

Experienced Thesis Typist Master’s
Mariann*
Reports -Dissertations.
Ave
Escobar
Tainberg-137
Telephone 356 4248, Los Gatos
MIEN -WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS!
No experience required Excellent
Perfect
pay Worldwide travel
summer lobar career Send 5300 kir
C
informatiOn. SEAFAX, Dept
P.O
Box 2049, Port Angeles.
Washington 96362

Professional writer seeking interviews
married
with
racially
mixed
couples For sensitive portrayal of
interracial marriage
961 7373,
extension 324. I 4Prh

Female wanted to share 2 bdrm
duplex about 3 ml. front campus nr
Hwys 101 L 17. Clean & quid
Washer L dryer. 580.00 & utilities
S25.00 Cleaning dip Call 296.0963

WEED

Teacher wants to share 7 Ent house
Male, No pets, Call 7 A.M. or Alter I
P.M $100- Minus yard work. 225
5345
IV1- Jose Residence Club Coed
Beautiful building, great location,
private parking,
linen & maid
service, color TV. Ping pone, kit
chen facilities, inside courtyard.
grand piano, free conned 21.50 week
share, 79.50-84.50 Mo. share,
109 50-up single. 202 So. 11th SI.
Pho 293 7374.

Professional Typist. last, accurate,
dependable Mrs Alice Emmerich
249 2864

Mother Olson’s - II localises 48.
& 2010 wk share, 27
50
78 50 wk single discount or rnenthlY
rates 112 N 8th St Pho 293 7374
Roomale wanted M or Fe, to live in 2
Dr. 2 ba . apt. OakwOOd in S.J. 5 min
Irvin State, $125. spec tote. niilling
to do light house keeping I wash,
call 219.3143

personals
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
VICTORIA
LOWE FEB 3, LOVE, MARSHALL

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY_ Gentle.
All Natural Color, photography fOr
your wedding You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives and
a free white embossed album
Budget priced for highest quality
work
Please call for details
Photography by Dale Maggio 292
2601 Evenings

Hair
removed
Unwanted
ionally by a Registered
Nurse Electrologist. Ph. 265.1440 1 9
P.M. 21116 Lincoln Ave.

SUMMER JOBS FOR 75 NO no.
perience necessary. Apply for lobs
at Stale and Federal Parks, Guest
Ranches, Tourist resorts, private
camps.
Learn How, When and
Where to apply. Receive over 200
California names and addresses.
Send $3.00 to J.0 B. P.O. Box 706
Monterey, Ca 93940.

Your paper read, edited for a modest
Experienced and
loft:479h
fee
Tutorial approach Expert typing.
short notice Joe 371 4497

NORTH VALLEY SECRETARIAL
Papers
Term
SERVICE
manuscripts letters ?Scents a page
Kitty Carter 262.1923

MAD
AMSTERDAM
PARIS
STUDENT I 0
LONDON
RID
RAIL PASSE
SHIPS
CARDS
S LOW COST TRANS ATLANTIC
HOSTEL
FLIGHTS . YOUTH
IN
TRAVEL
CARDS .FREE
FO INTER EUROPENA FLIGHT
ABROAD
BOOKINGS WORK
CONTACT MICHAEL OR ROI AT
STUDENT SERVICE WEST, 215 E
Santa Clara, fie 710. SAN JOSE,
CA 95111 Ian) 287-8101, TUESDAY,
WEDNESDAY OR THURSDAY
BETWEEN fam.I2 noon

FREE CALENDARS TO STUDENTS
Self service dry cleaned sweaters,
25
pants, blouses, most dresses
Kelly
& Louise’s
cents EACH
Cleaners 555 E Santa Clara at 12th
Noah’s Ark Pre -School 730 So. Second
St., San Jose. phone 2750461. Rates.
Full time $90 per month; Part time
13 per )7 day or SS per full day
Friendly
at.
staff
Qualified
rnosphere

transportation

Driver with car wished to share ex
pense ol Berkeley San Jose corn
mute 5 days a week Call 6iv5rge
849 0855 Alter 7 pm

EMI=
-AFRICAEUROPE -IS
ORIENT Student flights year round.
CONTACT: ISCA 11687 San Vicente
Blvd. number 4 L.A. Calif 90049
TEL: 1213) 836.6469,0260955.

*Jsuf-*********************Jlu.-*-*-lsuiue-*-*.****-****.******-********-**-*-**

Herne Sc Students: Valentine politick
brunch and orientation meeting
to
Wed. Feb 12 from II 00 am
1)00pin. Fun and good eats
Rated Ii
Rung F. Action
"HANDS OF DEATH"
"BLOOD FINGERS"
"BLOOD ON THE SUN"

Hated Ii
"SIXTEEN"
"UNKISSED BRIDE"
Coming Soon
itean Martin
"MR. RICCO"

San Jose Shoe Repair
20 % off
for repairs on soles and heels

87 E. Santa
998-7170

Clara

automotive

Buy It, Sell It,

Journeyman Mechanic will save you S
on auto repairs Major repairs on
Foreign cars. Minor only on
American cars Ex. VW tune up $25
Wel, all work guaranteed STEVE
GEODES 247 31164.

TROPICAIRE
No. 2

St.

=111=
FREE. FREE, FREE. Alpha Phi
Omega presents Brian’s Song this
Friday, Feb 7th Get your Spring
Flirks Schedules there Two shows
7 & to pm MD Auditorium

4,000000Cr

THE SERVICE DEPARTMENT

Find It, Say It

for sale
Flocked Velvet Posters -large variety
Z210 each. New summer king sire
tapestries SS 50. Incense pack of 25
for SO cents Large variety of pat
<hes
Iron transfers
imported
walking canes from India Pipes and
paraphanalias Strobe lights Large
variety of black lights. one Nock
from the college 80 E San Fe, nando
St.
Faculty Club Membership quashed
person redu,)ed rate (408) 3306119

with a Spartan Daily

help wanted

(Independent Seco( e Dept.)
WOMEN to work in Bookstore work O.
shady at SAME TIME (wages or
rent) 455 E Williams St Between
10th & 11th St. 736.5050

Toyota ’Mazda - Datsun
3595 The Alameda
Santa Clara
984-0610
Economy repair service for economy cars
I ,u

New State Law Requires
All California
Drivers to be Insured
Effective January 1, 1975, the State Law makes

it

person not so insured is subject to a stiff fine and
loss of his driver’s license

FOR SEVEN YEARS WE
HAVE BEEN INSURING
COLLEGE STUDENTS AT
SPECIAL LOWER RATES
For more information or a no -hassle quote
call or come by...

CAMPUS INSURANCE
289-8681
(Upstaos

404 So Third

at corner of 3rd and San Salvador I

Classified Ad!

OPPORTUNITY, sparetiene. earn up
to 1100 weekly In your home ad
dressing circulars! List of firms
with offers sent for lust $2.00!
EnSmith
WG
Guaranteed!
terprises, Box 561 All, Sunnyvale.
Calif 940111.

compulsory to have automobile insurance. Any

"Starbright echoes
The song, "Starbright"
echoes despair that we are
not starbright and blends
into "Breakthrough," which
explores he saving grace of a
woman, It’s the most
satisfying spot on the album.

at
College age cl
Eufrazia School of Ballet. Essential
"technique" for beginning and in
terrnediate students Small clmseSi
B
ly
individual
attention
Eufrazia Grant. Director. 241 1300.

SPACE FOR STUDIO OR WORK
SHOP FROMM 4235331
SANTA CRUZ Al LOCATION

COACH NEEDED
Well qualified aquatics person to
coach age group swim club
Contact Piedmont Hills Swim Club
P0 Box 3373 San Jose. CA 95116

TYPING
SNORT
NOTICE,
REASONABLE My home 267 3119

COUPLES, Combine spare time to
income
in
produce unlimited
Strewing internat.’ businega. Call
Mersa! Associates betw. 0-00-1350
A.M L 6.30.730 PM M -Sat, for
appt 257 3305.
"JOBS IN ALASKA" handiest* - haw
to work and live in Alaska. Latest
pipeline information 5.3.(4). JIA, Bek
7. Norwich, Vt 05055
Female Models Wanted lie Spring
Services Class
SJSU Etension
STUDIO NUDE PHOTOGRAPHY
nail David Kohler at 786 3626
College representative for major
insurance company. Exciting new
insurance plan for seniors and
graduate students Income can ova,
high as 5200 per week for 20 hours
per week of time Call Mr Anderson
or Jackson 267 2700
Wanted: Housecleaning person, 13 hr
or wk S2 50 hr wiilow Glen area
269 8583 or 227 43113
NEEDED! PASSENGERS PILOT TO
EXPENSES TO THE
SHARE
IND
OHIO AREA
MICH
ILL
BETWEEN MARCH 24 APR. Ilth
SISO 00 RI FLIGHT WILL BE IN
COM
MY 1973 PIPER ARROW
MERCIAL PILOT & INST RATED
CALL NICK Al 795 5438 AFTER 6
PM
WITH
INTERVIEWS
WANTED
FACULTY AND AD
CONCERNING
MiNSTRATORS
PUBLIC LAW 91-380 (STUDENT
RECORD ACCESS PROVISIONS)
PROJECT
RESEARCH
FOR
PURPOSES ONLY. ALL COMMUNICATIONS CONFIDENTIAL
CALL 1415) 797 9416 COLLECT,

r*************************************** ***** ********* ***** *W****

(-Classified Rates

Print Your Ad Here:
37 letters and spaces for each linel

Each

(Count approx

KIM

Fire

Throe Four
On Two
days days days days
day
3 limas $1.50 2.00 2.25 2.40 2.50
2.00 2.50 2.75 2.90 3.00
4 lines
2.50 3.00 3.25 3.40 3.50
llniss
3.00 3.50 3.75 3.90 4.00
5 lines
Each additional line add:
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
Minimum Them Limes One Day
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day
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.35
.35
.35
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a Announcements a Help Wanted
o Automotive
a Housing
o Entertainment
D Lost and Found
a Personals
For Sale

o Services
ci Transportstion
o Tresed

Print

name

Phone

Address
City
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
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SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114

Enclosed is $

For

Days

Desdline, two days prior to pub
[lotion
Constscutly publication dates on.
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No refunds on cancelled ads.)
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CAR policy challenged

Exploitation called
threat to survival
conspicuous
The
production and consumption
of material goods may prove
to be more dangerous to
man’s survival than the
threat of overpopulation,
according to Dr. Azmy
Ibrahim, SJSU associate
professor of sociology.
In an article printed in the
Jan. 1974 issue of the Pacific
Sociological Review,
Ibrahim stated man is
producing goods faster than
he can dispose of them, and
using up the earth’s natural
resources faster than the
earth can replenish them.
In addition, the pollution
caused by the manufacture
of these goods is more than
the natural ability of the
environment to refine,
purify, or adjust itself,
Ibrahim said.
titled
article,
The
-Material Goods Consumption-Man Ratio Rather
than Man -Food Ratio",
stated this inability of the
natural environment to
"adjust itself naturally to
man’s technological exploitation is far more
dangerous to the problem of
man’s survival than the
problem of man-food ratio."
According to Ibrahim, the
population of the United
States doubles every 60
years, while the consumption of material goods
tends to double every 20
years.

-One can conclude that
there is a sharp increase of
material goods consumption
over the increase of
population," Ibrahim wrote.
The consumption of these
materials goods "might be
desirable, welcomed, and
encouraged, were it not for
its destructive effects on the
natural environment," he
said.
It seems that the U.S.,
"with about 6 per cent of the
world’s population, uses up
more than 60 per cent of the
non -replaceable
earth’s
resources.
"And," Ibrahim said in an
interview with the Daily,
-the more the other countries raise their standard of
living, the more they are
going to contribute to the
same problem."
A rise in the level of
production and consumption
requires a high degree of
Ibrahim
industrialization,
stated, and industry in turn
tremendous
consumes
of
natural
amounts
resources.
One of those resources is
water. Industry’s water use
in the U.S. rose from 16
billion gallons a day in 1900
to 160 billion gallons a day in
1962. Consumption is expected to reach 400 billion
gallons a day by 1980,
Ibrahim said.
Industry not only consumes water, Ibrahim said,

it then turns around and
poisons it by "releasing
chemicals and a variety of
substances into rivers and
lakes.
-The end result of such
of
water
exploitation
resources is rather grim.
People living at the end of
the rivers are drinking from
the wastes of towns above
them," the article stated.
Lakes and rivers are, of
course, not the only victims.
Polluted air, oceans and the
depletion of natural gas,
coal, and oil are familiar
most
to
problems
Americans.
"When Malthus was faced
with the problem of the increase in population, he
recognized the use of
’positive checks’war, fire,
floods, and the like,as a
means for solving the
problem," Ibrahim said.
"Unfortunately, in our
case such an optimistic
approach is not helpful...the
only conceivable check is
zero consumption growth, a
production-discard ratio,"
the article said.
The first step in a zero
consumption growth plan is
to differentiate between
needed material goods and
unnecessary material goods,
such as electric can openers,
dishwashers, electric tooth
and
electric
brushes
shavers, Ibrahim wrote.
Then,
a
system of

Cash not good enougll

Dr. Azmy Ibrahim
priorities must be worked
out which will allow for the
efficient use of our resources, not just "growth for the
sake of growth," Ibrahim
said.
"I think the chances of
conachieving)
zero
sumption growth are higher
than those of zero population
growth," Ibrahim said.
"We cannot wake in the
morning without seeing the
smog. We know that the air
is bad, that the water is not
clean. We cannot hide from
it," he said.
"If Malthus was justified
in his alarm that the increase of population would
exceed the food supply, there
was always the hope that the
rich people could survive."
Ibrahim said.
"If our existing way of life
continues, there will be no
hope for the survival of any
one."

Profs’ merit pay pending
By Ross Farrow
Opportunities for SJSU
professors to earn 5 to 25 per
cent raise have become
bogged down
by
administrative inactivity.
A bill allowing each
campus to reward instructors with salary increases for teaching excellence and to recruit
outstanding professors from

outside the system was
approved by the board of
trustees Nov. 26. Funds must
be obtained from private
sources.
President John Bunzel
stated that he will direct the
Academic Senate to discuss
the program at an "appropriate time," according
to University Relations
Director, Jim Noah.

campus briefs )
Tours are being conducted
three times daily until Feb. 7
to familiarize new students
with the SJSU library.
Interested persons should
meet at 10:30 a.m., 1:30
p.m., or 2:30 p.m. on the first
floor by the circulation desk.
The tours last about 40
minutes.
sin
A demonstration of the
martial arts involving Kung
Fu, Karate, and Aikido will
be given at 1:00 p.m. today in
the S.U. Ballroom.
Highlights of the event will
include contact sparing,
escapes from gun and knife
attacks, sword set demonstration, and multiple person
attacks on a blind folded
black belt.
ate
All drop cards must be
turned in by Feb. 7 at 5 p.m.,
according to a spokesman
for the registrar’s office.
The deadline for add cards
is Feb. 14.
Students should obtain the
adddrop cards from their
instructors, and turn them in
at the Library South between
8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
sea
If you need financial
assistance to attend college,
SJSU is now accepting applications for financial help
for the school year beginning
September 1975.
’Me deadline for applying
is Mar. I.

Dr. Melvin Drimmer,
professor
of
history,
Cleveland State University,
is conducting three summer
institutes in African Studies
and Culture within Africa.
The costs range from
$1,550 to $2,120 and run from
July 20 to Aug. 15. Some
scholarship assistance will
be available.
Further information may
be obtained from the
American Forum, 503 The
Arcade, Cleveland, Ohio
44114
or
call
Nina
MacAlister, director of
programs, at 216-621-4949.
moo
"Fun Night" in the Student
Union Games Area will be
from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m. on Feb.
8. An entry fee of $1 per
person will go for prizes.
Bowling will cost 10 cents per
game and pool tables can be
used for 30 cents an hour.
For more information call
277-3226. Only 150 tickets will
be sold.
Sim
Applications are now
ready for pilots wishing to
compete in the regional air
meet for the U.S. Precision
Flight Team.
The national team will
travel to Sweden in August
for World Cup competition.
Applications and
information can be obtained
from aeronautics professor
Jerry Shreve by calling 2772466

The bill was pushed by
Jacob P. Frankel, president
of Cal State Bakersfield,
which received some outside
money to improve its
faculty.
must
campus
Each
determine its own implementation of the plan,
raise its own funds and
determine qualifications of
potential recipients.
The Academic Senate will
be notified by Bunzel if he
wants merit pay implemented. At that time,
Academic Senate President
Paul Brown, said he will
refer the matter to the
professional standards
committee, which will
determine criteria for
prospective raises.
The resolution will enable
a state university professor
to earn as much as $29,415
per year. Currently, $23,532
is the top salary.
Reactions on this campus,
except for Bunzel’s, has been
mostly of ignorance of he
merit pay passage.
Noah was aware of the
resolution, but said he knew
nothing about efforts at
SJSU to implement it.
"I haven’t given it much
Arnold
thought," said
Schein, chairman of the
Professional
Standards
Committee. "There is not too

much hoopla on this campus."
Bunzel showed enthusiasm
for the project at the board of
trustees meeting. "We can
our
academic
show
colleagues in the Bay Area
and around the country that
we are now in the business of
recognizing
unusual
ability," said Bunzel in a Los
Angeles Times story.
0.
Trustee
William
Weissich asked the other
trustees how promotions
based on political favors by
the university and college
presidents can be prevented.
-There is no formal
guarantee or
absolute
assurance a president would
make
appointments
properly," Bunzel replied at
the meeting. "The best
assurance lies in the history.
of the manner in which
previous personnel decisions
have been handled on the
campuses."
Weissich answered his owl’
question by citing two
safeguards
against
"political"
appointments:
(1) Each university or
college president must base
his decisions on consultations with faculty
members.
(2) The board would
continue to appoint and keep
"excellent" presidents.

Your prof just
assigned the $24.95
textbook he wrote.
You owe yourself an Oly.

Daisies 25ci dozen frith (1(1

The PLantations
now selling flowers

556 S. Bascom/9th and Williams
998-8610
294-3312
,) Ii!
OPeti everyday fro
All small Plants 3/S1.00
expires 2/15/75
thru Feb. 15 with this ad

By Chris Smith
"This note is legal tender
for all debts, public and
private."
Keith Massey, SJSU law
enforcement senior, thinks
the administration has
violated this well-known
guarantee by refusing to
accept his cash as payment
for spring semester fees.
Massey is trying to see
that cash is accepted at CAR
registration in the future,
and last night the local
chapter of the American
Civil Liberties Union rallied
to his support.
Lisa Kalvelage, chapter
secretary and member of the
ACLU Board of Directors,
said the Board decided last
night to write to Gov. Brown
and protest "abuses" in the
registration process.
Kalvelage said the checksand -money orders -only
requirement used in CAR is
an efficiency step which
for
problems
creates
students who prefer to pay
with cash, or who do not have
checking accounts.
Kalvelage added that
administrators must be
reminded that bureaucratic
time-savers often result in
someone getting "run over."
"Unless someone steps on
their toes and says, ’Hey,
you can’t do this,’ we’re
going to be in trouble,"
Kalvelage said.
Massey said he was told by
a cashier that he could not
pay his registration fees with
cash. He said he asked if he
could put his cash into an
envelope and deposit it in one
of the boxes designated for
CAR checks and money
orders.
"I was told I cannot, absolutely cannot, drop cash
in," Massey said.
James Cox, SJSU assistant
many
controller,
said
students dropped cash in the

boxes despite notices in the
CAR schedule that fees must
be paid with checks or
money orders only.
Cox said those students
risked the possibility its
being stolen from the boxes,
and added that students who
insisted on paying with cash
should have sent it via
registered mail.
Cox said he was not aware
of any students besides
Massey who were invonvenienced by the cash-ormoney order-only provision.
Massey explained he was
more concerned with the
legality of refusing U.S.
tender than with the inconvenience of having to buy
a money order or drive home
for a check book.
Massey quoted title 31,
section 462 of the U.S. code,
which says all coins andcurrencies of the United
States "shall be legal tender
for all debts, public and
private, public charges,
taxes, duties, and dues..."
Section 463 of that title
adds that every obligation
"shall be discharged upon
payment, dollar for dollar, in
any coin or currency which
at the time of payment is
legal tender for public and
private debts."
Harrison Taylor, an attorney paid by the A.S. to
render free legal advice to
students, said he agrees that
it is "ridiculous" for the
administration to refuse
legal tender.
"For the sake of expediency, here is the administration
disregarding
the student," Taylor said.
The
no-cash
policy
"creates an impediment for
some people," Taylor said,
adding that "every individual should have the
right to pay cash."
Massey said he has contacted the U.S. Attorney’s

office in San Francisco to see
what can be done to make
cash an approved method of

a,
CAR payment.
"I honestly forsee a
action suit," Massey n

9th St. money sough.
Ic

Continued from page one
"It Just didn’t make it," he
said, but "I’ll try again next
year.
The $25,000 was for
planning and architect’s fees
to complete the landscaping,
Centanni said.
Glen
Guttormsen,
director of business affairs,
said -we are trying to get
more state funds but it’s
difficult to get landscaping
money in major amounts."

There is "strong u
petition for the use of f
Guttormsen added.
lc
Bollinger said once
plans are in, it will be
two months" before
struction can begin.
He explained notices it
be
placed
in
newspapers, sealed bids
be taken, and the c
cellor’s office must app
the final contract.

IMPORTANT MEETING
for all students practicing
Transcendental Meditation
as taught by Maharish.
Mahesh Yogi.
Tomorrow, Friday
Feb. 7th -1:30 in
Home Ec. Room 2

GOING SKIING
DURING

SPRING SEMESTER
ANTIFREEZE

SILVA

PARKING
TUNE-UP

TIRES
BATTERIES

MESA

SINCE 1936
78 S. 4th - close to ,_SJSU library

ATTENTION
ALL STUDENTS
To help reduce the high cost of health care in this inflationary period,
the Associated Students of San Jose State University has contracted with
BAY AREA UNION PROFESSIONAL CENTER (a California non-profit
organization) to provide the following services:
1. EYE EXAMINATIONS
(provided in full as your student benefit).
2. PRESCRIPTION GLASSES
3. CONTACT LENSES
4. OPTICAL PRESCRIPTIONS FROM
OTHER DOCTORS FILLED
5. GLASSES REPAIRED
6. HEARING EVALUATIONS 8. HEARING AIDS
BAY AREA UNION PROFESSIONAL CENTER provides professional
optometric and vision care services to more than 400 organizations in
northern California.
In February, each member of the Associated Students will receive a
special mailing containing information showing you how to avail yourself
of this excellent student benefit. Please be sure to follow the registration
instructions. Students who want to receive the services listed above before
the mailing may call the nearest BAUPC office. Good vision and healthy
eyes are important assets to your scholastic achievement and your well
being. Many times an eye examination may indicate health and vision
problems you may not be aware of;hence, we urge each student to registE
for this excellent service by calling the BAUPC office nearest them.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN RICO, PRESIDENT
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
Santa Clara
4483 Stevens Creek Boulevard
Santa Clara, California 95050
Phone 244-3030

San Francisco
715 Bryant Street
San Francisco, California 94107
Phone 391-2020

SACRAMENTO
6311 Fair Oaks Boulevard
Carmichael, California 95608
Phone 481-1556

